
The Histories Oxford World Classics
– Unveiling the Epic Tales of Ancient
Civilizations

The Histories Oxford World Classics is a remarkable collection of historical

writings that offers readers a captivating glimpse into the ancient world. In this
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ultimate guide, we will explore the significance of this timeless literary

masterpiece, its key features, and why every history enthusiast should have it in

their collection. Let's embark on an unforgettable journey through time!

Unearthing the Secrets of the Past

The Histories Oxford World Classics brings together the works of renowned

Greek historian, Herodotus. Born in Halicarnassus, a city in Asia Minor around

484 BCE, Herodotus used his extensive travels and meticulous research to

compile a comprehensive account of the Greco-Persian Wars.
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Spanning nine books, The Histories delves deep into the cultures, traditions, and

conflicts of several ancient civilizations, including the Persians, Egyptians,

Scythians, and Greeks. Herodotus' exceptional storytelling skills bring these

historical events to life, transporting readers to a bygone era.

Key Features of The Histories
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The Histories Oxford World Classics edition offers a multitude of features that

enhance the reading experience:

1. Detailed Maps and Illustrations

Immerse yourself in the ancient world with the meticulously crafted maps and

illustrations that accompany the text. These visuals provide valuable context and

help readers navigate the vast geographical settings of the stories.

2. Thorough Historical Commentary

Enhance your understanding of the text with the comprehensive historical

commentary that accompanies Herodotus' writings. Expert scholars have

provided detailed explanations, making The Histories accessible to both

seasoned history enthusiasts and newcomers alike.

3. Extensive Footnotes and Index

The Histories Oxford World Classics edition is equipped with informative footnotes

that clarify obscure references, unfamiliar terms, and provide additional historical

context. The detailed index ensures easy access to specific topics, making it a

valuable research tool.

Why The Histories Oxford World Classics is a Must-Have

Enriching and captivating, The Histories Oxford World Classics is an essential

addition to any history lover's bookshelf. Here are some compelling reasons why

this literary masterpiece should not be missed:

1. Unparalleled Historical Insight

The Histories offers unparalleled insight into the customs, traditions, conflicts, and

politics of ancient civilizations. Immerse yourself in the stories of the past and gain

a deeper understanding of the foundations of modern society.



2. Herodotus' Narrative Brilliance

Herodotus' storytelling prowess is legendary, and The Histories showcases his

remarkable ability to weave together historical facts and captivating anecdotes.

Experience the intensity of battle, the grandeur of ancient cities, and the

complexities of human nature through his vivid narratives.

3. Timeless Relevance

Despite being written over two millennia ago, The Histories remains astonishingly

relevant. Its themes of war, power, and cultural clashes resonate with

contemporary issues, offering valuable lessons for our society today.

4. The Oxford World Classics Edition

The Histories Oxford World Classics edition is a testament to the publisher's

commitment to scholarly excellence. With its meticulous annotations, maps, and

commentary, this edition ensures an enriching and comprehensive reading

experience.

In

The Histories Oxford World Classics unearths the wonders of the ancient world,

allowing readers to explore the triumphs and tribulations of legendary civilizations.

This literary masterpiece, with its valuable features and timeless relevance,

promises to be a treasured addition to any history lover's library. Take a journey

through time with The Histories and let the past unfold before your eyes!
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'no one else in our times has attempted to write a universal history'

Polybius' ambitious goal was to describe how Rome conquered the

Mediterranean world in less than fifty-three years. This great study of imperialism

takes the reader back to Rome's first encounter with Carthage in 264 and forward

to her destruction of that renowned city in 146. Polybius, himself a leading Greek

politician of the time, emphasizes the importance of practical experience for the

writing of political history as well as the critical assessment of all the evidence. He

attributes

Rome's success to the greatness of its constitution and the character of its

people, but also allows Fortune a role in designing the shape of world events.

This new translation by Robin Waterfield, the first for over thirty years, includes

the first five books in their entirety, and all of the fragmentary Books 6 and 12,

containing Polybius' account of the Roman constitution and his outspoken views

on how (and how not) to write history. Brian McGing's accompanying and notes

illuminate this remarkable political history.

ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made

available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable

volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate
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text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert s by leading

authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further

study, and much more.

Discover the Epic Roman Conquest of Greece,
Unveiling Ancient Warfare and Civilization
The Ancient Greece-Rome Connection Greece, the cradle of western

civilization, has left an indelible mark on the world. The ancient Greeks

laid the foundations of...

This Astonishing Discovery Reveals the
Intense Hidden Conflict for Alexander The
Great’s Empire – Ancient Warfare and
Civilization Unveiled
The Rise of Alexander The Great Alexander The Great, the legendary

Macedonian king, is widely known for his exceptional military skill and

leadership. His empire stretched...

Discover How Materials Modelling is
Revolutionizing Technology
The field of materials modelling has emerged as a pivotal aspect in the

development and advancement of various technologies. From designing

new materials with exceptional...
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Breaking the Boundaries: Unveiling Exciting
Advances in Chaos Theory and Intelligent
Control
The Fascinating World of Chaos Theory and Intelligent Control Chaos

theory, a branch of mathematics and physics, aims to understand the

behavior of dynamic...

Unlocking the Secrets of Theory and Practice:
Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial
Mathematics Explained!
Have you ever wondered how financial mathematics plays a crucial role

in deciphering complex market trends and making sound investment

decisions? Look no further!...

Awaken Your Imagination with the
Captivating Wake Wake Trilogy Lisa McMann
The Wake Wake Trilogy by Lisa McMann takes readers on an exhilarating

adventure where dreams and reality intertwine. With its unique concept

and engaging storytelling, this...

Discover the Fascinating Geographies and
Histories of the Iranian Revolution in the
Global Middle East
The Iranian Revolution of 1979 is a pivotal moment in the history of Iran

and the world, with far-reaching consequences that continue to shape the

geopolitical landscape...
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Real Analysis: Measures, Integrals, and
Applications - A Comprehensive Guide for
University Students
Real Analysis is a fundamental branch of mathematics that plays a crucial

role in various fields such as physics, engineering, computer science, and

economics....
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